Lake Tahoe's clarity has declined about 30% since the late 1960s, when UC researchers began monitoring.
factor is the extent of annual mixing of the lake's deep waters. That mixing brings up nitrogen and phosphorus, which nourish the growth of greencolored algae. However, the long-term decline in clarity seen since 1968 is caused by increased nutrients and sediments reaching the lake from urbanization in the surrounding watershed as well as from air pollution.
In April, UC Davis announced a $2.6 million grant from the David and Lucile Packard Foundation to help create a new research and education center dedicated to addressing environmental problems in the Tahoe Basin. The 15,000-square-foot Lake Tahoe Center for Environmental Research will support multidisciplinary research on the basin ecosystem, enable greater collaboration among scientists, increase educational opportunities and provide public awareness programs.
"The new research laboratory and its educational programs will give us the facilities to strengthen the essential connection between scientific knowledge and public policy," Goldman says.
UC Davis has been working with local, state and federal agencies, the private sector, University of Nevada-Reno and the Desert Research Institute to gain the scientific knowledge needed to help improve the health of the Tahoe Basin. Research contributes to the improvement of programs in development, transportation and roads management, erosion control, forest health, wetland restoration, stream improvement, fertilizer controls, and controls of invasive plants and animals.
In recent years, the water clarity monitoring activities have been largely funded by a $110,000 annual grant from the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA), the bistate agency leading a cooperative environmental preservation and restoration effort.
"The scientific community tells us that Lake Tahoe probably won't respond positively to restoration efforts in the watershed for 20 to 30 years," TRPA director Juan Palma says. "Given that we only recently began to pick up the pace of investing in those efforts, we must remain committed to our long-term plan for changing the downward trend in water clarity."
Partnerships key to sustainable agriculture ucking the trend toward increasingly industrialized agriculture, some "new American farmers" are working collaboratively to develop profitable, environmentally friendly production systems, University of Missouri Professor Emeritus John Ikerd told about 250 agricultural professionals at a recent UC conference on sustainable agriculture partnerships.
"They're the revolutionaries and explorers," Ikerd said. "They have the courage to look beyond what is quick, convenient and cheap. And more and more of them are finding ways to succeed." "Partnerships for Sustaining California Agriculture: Profit, Environment and Community," held at the Heidrick Ag History Center in Woodland on March 27 and 28, explored ways of encouraging farmers and ranchers to embrace innovative systems that seek to combine profitability with environmentally friendly practices.
"We wanted to build on the successes that we know are out there," said conference co- Sustainable agriculture partnerships are voluntary projects that bring together growers and commodity associations with scientists, regulators and other interested parties to develop systems for reducing pesticide usage and limiting other environmental impacts of agriculture. They usually involve the formation of management teams, field days to demonstrate practices, and intensive field monitoring to facilitate better-informed decisions about pest control.
Since the early 1990s, several dozen projects have been initiated in California. Under the umbrella of UC SAREP's Biologically Integrated Farming Systems (BIFS) program, projects have included almonds, walnuts, wine grapes, prunes, rice, citrus, strawberries, dairy management and pome fruit. Other public-private initiatives have included eggs, organic cotton and livestock grazing.
The projects strive to improve entire agricultural systems, rather than addressing pestmanagement problems individually. "This is a time-intensive, labor-intensive approach," Chaney said.
"My experience is that the partnerships all are very different," said Mark Cady of Community Alliance with Family Farmers, a nonprofit orgarization that promotes sustainable agriculture chrough partnerships and other means. visors also provided an opportunity to "filter up my needs" to agricultural researchers, Martinez said. "It's kind of an ivory tower over there and we need to bring them back to reality." While endorsing budget increases for sustainable agriculture, California State Assemblymember Fred Keeley (D-Monterey) said partnerships should diversify their outreach and scope. "Let's partner up around notions of social justice," Keeley said. "The impacts of traditional agriculture are greater on communities of color and low-income people."
At the same time, some conference participants worried that growers may not continue to use environmentally practices after project funding ends. "How do you move these programs along so they're adopted for the long term?" asked Carolyn Pickel, a UC integrated pest management (IPM) advisor who has worked with numerous Partnerships.
In his keynote, Ikerd encouraged participants to persist in their pursuit of this goal. "Stewardship is not a sacrifice," Ikerd said. "It's one of those things that give meaning to our lives." 
